3D Equilibria Are Studied By Probing H-mode Discharges With The Internal Coil (I-coil)
• Toroidal (n) and poloidal (m) spectra of B ext can be varied (n=1,2,3)
• Toroidally distributed magnetic and soft x-ray diagnostics resolve the toroidal spectrum of the 3D equilibrium • Rotating the n=1 external field in the toroidal direction allows synchronous detection of the plasma response • Axisymmetry (2D) reduces Ideal MHD force balance to Grad-Shafranov equation
-Solve using EFIT [Lao, FS&T, 2005] • Extend to 3D using linear perturbation theory [Boozer, Phys. Plasmas 1999] 
Measured Plasma Response in Rotating Discharges Is Linear in the Applied Magnetic Field
• 
Outline
• Below the no-wall limit, the linear ideal MHD perturbed equilibrium model -Describes the plasma response in rotating plasmas -Predicts two types of response fields:
"Resonant field screening" and "Kink mode excitation"
• Above the no-wall limit, the measured rotation dependence of the plasma response reveals direct evidence of kinetic RWM stabilization
DIII-D Discharges Exceed the No-wall Limit With a Wide Range of Rotation Profiles
• Above the no-wall limit, ideal MHD predicts an unstable RWM 
• Above the no-wall limit, ideal MHD predicts an unstable RWM -RWM growth rate ( ) given by energy principle [Haney and Freidberg, Phys. Fluids B 1989] • Rapid plasma rotation originally thought to stabilize RWM • Energy principle has been extended to include kinetic effects [Hu, Betti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2004] • The perturbed energy due to wave-particle resonances W K (for trapped particles) has the form Perturbed Kinetic Energy Can Be Calculated With the MISK Code*
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• Energy principle has been extended to include kinetic effects [Hu, Betti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2004] • The perturbed energy due to wave-particle resonances W K (for trapped particles) has the form
• Perturbative approach implemented in MISK code
-Assume the ideal MHD mode structure of a marginal stable RWM -Neglect RWM growth rate and mode rotation frequency • Phase shift of plasma response with respect to external field largest at somewhat lower rotation: E A (q=2) ~0.6% 
